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1. Climate variability and trends

2. 2015: a new normal?

3. The future in BC

4. The future in Cowichan Valley



Refresher: weather and climate
• Weather is at a given location on a given day

– 02 Dec 2005
• 19oC sunny in _____
• -5oC snowing in ______

• Weather is at a given location on a given day
– 02 Dec 2005

• 19oC sunny in Montreal
• -5oC snowing in Victoria

• Climate is the long term statistics of weather
– 1971-2000 average December

• 4°C, 14 cm snow ________
• -6°C, 48 cm snow ________

• Weather is at a given location on a given day
– 02 Dec 2005

• 19oC sunny in Montreal
• -5oC snowing in Victoria

• Climate is the long term statistics of weather
– 1971-2000 average December

• 4°C, 14 cm snow Victoria
• -6°C, 48 cm snow Montreal
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Climate Variability

Short term : (years
to decadal) rises
and falls about the
trend line (ENSO)

Climate Oscillations

Multi-decadal
oscillations in
regional climate: (e.g.
PDO)

Climate Change

Long Term Trends or
major shifts in
climate: (centuries)

Climate Normals

Long term
averages (e.g.,
1961-1990)

• “Normals” change
• Climate variability is ongoing  - need to plan for variability
• Note that short-term negative trends in climate warming will occur
• http://pics.uvic.ca/education/climate-insights-101



Can historical trends be extended to predict the
future?

a) Yes

b) No

TrendsTrends



Can historical trends be extended to the future?
a) Yes – they are more certain than climate models
b) Yes – give context to future projections
c) Yes – they reflect what actually happened

Can historical trends alone be extended to
predict the future?
a) No – the climate system is not linear
b) No – trends change through time
c) No – even the direction of change can depend

on the historical period considered

TrendsTrends



“Prediction is hard, especially about
the future”

• Yogi Berra
• Albert Einstein
• Winston Churchill
• Mark Twain
• George Bernard Shaw
• Will Rogers
• Woody Allen
• Dan Quayle
• Confucius



• Early snowpack melt

• Rivers saw near record flows –
high and low

• Soil moisture all-time low

• Evaporation all-time high

BC Hydrological Impacts

2015: a case study in the new normal?



2015 snowpack Apr 1  June 1



2016 snowpack Apr 1  June 1



High spring to low summer streamflow

Very high
spring flows

Very low
summer
flows

High spring  low summer flows



Record high and low flows



Record high and low flowsNear record low flows



Historical
observations

Dry soils, lots of evaporation

Figure courtesy
Robbie HemberSoil Moisture
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Our futureProjected BC warming



Higher
in winter

Lower and
earlier peak

Lower in
summer

Projected streamflow



Soil moisture and evaporation:
2015 record dry but on wet side in future?

Figure courtesy
Robbie HemberSoil Moisture
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Projected evaporation & soil moisture



2050s Annual Precipitation2050s Annual Precipitation



2050s Atmospheric River events2050s Atmospheric River events



2050s 20-yr return period2050s 20-yr return period



Baseline: 112 mm



+21% (0% to +40%)



-63% (-49% to -78%)



Take away messages

• Climate varies on multiple time scales

• Projected impacts
– warming
– changes to precipitation (“wet wetter and dry drier”)
– indices of extremes
– storminess
– reduced snowpack
– changes to species suitability
– streamflow

• 2015/2016 analogue for near normal to much colder than
normal depending on emissions



Questions?



Thank you
For more information

www.PacificClimate.org
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Trends in Extremes

0.1 – 0.2 % 4 – 13 %



Small Increases = Escalating Infrastructure Damage

“small increases in weather and climate
extremes have the potential to bring
large increases in damages to existing
infrastructure”

Climate Change could significantly impact
infrastructure, depending on robustness of
existing climatic design values

Source: David Lapp, Engineers Canada



What you ask for matters



Seasonal streamflow



• Launched 2005, sister organization to PICS
• Partner with researchers and users
• Applications to management, planning, decision-making

Regional Climate Impacts
- developing, providing and interpreting future projections of regional climate

change

Hydrologic Impacts
- quantifying the hydrologic impacts of climate change and variability

Climate Analysis and Monitoring
- serving the need for past climate information and its interpretation

Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium



CommunicationCommunication

http://www.th.gov.bc.ca/climate_action/documents/Climate_Data_Discussion_Primer.pdf



Projected Yellowknife warming

Source: Brian Sieben www.nwtclimatechange.ca / tinyurl.com/snap-nwt tool
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Temperature Anomaly 0C

Climate varies in spaceClimate varies in space



Sea Level Rise
• http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/cas/adaptation/sea_level.html
• Guidelines based on

1 m / century



Slide used with permission of ken.denman@ec.gc.ca 40

The Acidification of the World Ocean

1950

pH

2000

2050

2100

'A2' Scenario from the Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis (CCCMA)
    Earth System Model CanESM1: Zahariev, Christian & Denman, 2008; Arora et al.,
       2009, J. Climate;  Christian et al., under re-review, JGR-Biogeosciences

7.75



CGCM3

Global Climate Model temperature
Courtesy CCCma



Nighttime low

Daytime high



Development of Global Climate Models
IPC

C
AR

4
R

eport,2007

More info http://pics.uvic.ca/insights/lesson4/player.html







www.Plan2Adapt.ca



Standard Deviations
-3     -2   -.43   .43     2      3

1965       1, 4, 40, 35, 21, 0, 0%



2010

Standard Deviations
-3     -2   -.43   .43     2      3

*



Extremes affected in different ways

IPCC Special Report on Extremes  Figure SPM.4



1°C warmer than normal is a lot



Summer

Winter



The Past IS NOT the Future

The Past as Future

Projections

Un-quantified
Risk



Climate Change Risk Mitigation through Adaptation

Flood Flood

Flood

Climate Change

Adaptation

Source: David Lapp, Engineers Canada



• Mathematical representations of the
global climate system

• Used to understand and predict
changes in the global climate
system

• GCMs are the
 “…only credible tools currently

available for simulating the physical
processes that determine global
climate...” [IPCC]

What are Global Climate Models?

Figure courtesy John Fyfe, CCCma

http://pics.uvic.ca/insights/lesson4/player.html



Observed trends in
April 1st snowpack

Modeled trends
with human
influence

Modeled trends
with no human
influence

0.0-0.05-0.10-0.15 0.05 0.10 0.15

Human caused climate change
or natural cycles?

Najafi et
al.

1961 –
2005


